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Father Ted is a British sitcom that was produced by Hat Trick Productions for Channel 4. Written by Irish writers Arthur Mathews & Graham Linehan and starring a predominantly Irish cast, it originally aired over three series from 21 April 1995 until 1 May 1998, including a Christmas special, for a total of 25 episodes. Maurice O Donoghue, who plays Father Dick in the series, was Oh My Blessed Father - Book 1: A Coming of Age Novel (Volume 1). Other cast members include Dermot Morgan, who plays Father Ted, and Ardal O'Hanlon, who plays Father Jack O Malley. The show has become a staple of British culture and has been praised for its humor and satire.

Tributes have been paid to Father Ted actor Dermot Morgan, who passed away in 2016. Father Ted is considered to be one of the greatest sitcoms in British television history and has had a lasting impact on popular culture.

Verona, the older daughter, cried, Oh, Dad, if you do, why don't you get a sedan? from Verona It's a lot sportier, from Ted and from Tinka, the youngest, Oh.